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CHATEAU CHANGYU MOSER XV 2013/2015
Cabernet Sauvignon

MOSER FAMILY 2013/2015
Cabernet Sauvignon

NEW!
MOSER XV 2016 – Blanc de Noir
Cabernet Sauvignon

MOSER XV 2016 – Red
Cabernet Sauvignon

MOSER XV 2016 – White
Italian Riesling

MOSER XV 2016 – Rosé
Cabernet Merlot
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WINE WITH
A PASSPORT
China’s giant Changyu winery is ready to
change the global reputation of Chinese wines,
making a big splash in Europe with vintages
from its Ningxia chateau, Mike Peters reports.

B

arrel No 1 is almost
chocolaty, softer than
any of the others. Barrel No 2 is more
macho,theflavorlongandspicy.
“Too much, of course,” says
consulting winemaker Lenz
Moser from Austria, who was
in the Ningxia Hui autonomous region for a barrel tasting last fall. “But it will age
well, getting smoother while
adding ‘power’.”
Fast-forward to last month,
when two years of cosseting in
six different French oak barrels
was complete, and deft blending by in-house winemaker Fan
Xi had produced the 2013 Chateau Changyu Moser XV. One
of Europe’s top distributors has
signed on after a barrel tasting,
and hopes to make deals with
two other Ningxia wineries.
Meanwhile, thousands of carefully selected corks arrive from
France, and an eager parade of
glass bottles sails along a
Changyu conveyor belt.
By the time you read this,
five different premium wines
— 65,000 bottles — will be on
their way to the finest restaurant tables in Europe.

Evolving wines

named Robert Mondavi
changed perceptions by developing Opus One and other vintages with some French
collaboration.
“For another benchmark,
consider that New Zealand
wines started at zero 40 years
ago,” says Moser. “What you
see in Ningxia today is really
the product of just 10 seriously
dedicated years.”
“Ningxia is China’s No 1
estate wine region,” says Li
Xueming, director of the
Administration of Development of Grape Industry of
Ningxia Hui Autonomous
Region, “because we were the
first to follow international
wine standards”.
Li notes that there is a government push to integrate
tourism into every level of its
wine industry. In an area still
dominated by coal, Ningxia’s
184 wineries now represent 20
billion yuan in annual revenue
from plantings on 610,000 mu
(40,666 hectares). China’s latest Five-Year Plan calls for
growth to 300 wineries generating 50 billion yuan from 1
million mu planted.
In fact, Changyu has already
achieved a small international

If you go
Scan the code to read about
the company’s World
Cabernet Gernischt Day.
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WINE WITH
Dorm chef graduates
A PASSPORT
to a hungry world

Dorm chef graduates
to a hungry world
By ASSOCIATED PRESS
in New York

As a student at Columbia
University, Jonah Reider
wowed foodies and rankled
city health officials by opening an exclusive supper club
in his dorm.
His culinary chutzpah,
and the long waiting list for a
seat at one of his unorthodox
dinners, earned him writeups in newspapers and magazines and even an
appearance on The Late
Show with Stephen Colbert.
Jonah Reider prepares food
But after graduating during Brownstone, an experirecently, the 22-year-old mental treasure-hunt of sound,
whiz chef from Newton, taste, and color, in New York. AP
Massachusetts, is facing the
same reality as a lot of other
new college grads.
mix ingredients amid artfu
He’s looking for a place to ceramics and furniture.
live and a way to make a living.
Reider’s cooking caree
Four months after leaving started when he and hi
his dorm, Reider has been friends at Newton South
booted from the Columbia- High School formed a grilling
owned apartment where he club. He had no formal train
hosted the latest incarnation ing in cooking last Septembe
of his supper club. His eviction when he started his Columbia
comes amid pressure from the dorm supper club, which he
university and city health offi- called Pith, for the white out
cials, who said he was operat- er part of an orange or lemon
ing a restaurant under the
With a mere four seat
radar of food inspectors.
around one table and reserva
“I don’t mind if I live in a tions available only online
squalid little New York apart- Pith had no choice but to star
ment,” Reider says.
small. But after one news out
His goal is to earn a living let dubbed it “New York’s hot
staging “wild, crazy events” for test new restaurant”, the
companiesincluding,perhaps, waiting list quickly grew to
fashion houses and hotels.
thousands of wannabe guests
A few gigs already have
The Wall Street Journa
started to materialize.
reported that the school had
Just a day before he gradu- started getting heat from the
ated last month, the econom- Health Department — some
ics and sociology major thing about how, apparently
cooked up his “experimental dorm kitchens can’t be used
cuisine” for 90 guests who to conduct commercial res
gathered at a Fifth Avenue taurant activity.
mansion for an evening of
Others haven’t hesitated to
music with Grammy-nomi- heap praise. The New York
AP Timesnamedhimoneofits“30
nated conductor Andrew Cyr
and the Metropolis Ensemble. under 30” creative achievers.
He’s also lined up to film an
As for what the future
online series, appear at a Chic- holds, Reider says has no
ago cooking conference and regrets about breaking from
prepare a series of meals at a most of his Ivy League class
Manhattan art gallery, with mates and choosing an
visitors helping to choose and unconventional path.

China’s giant Changyu winery is ready to
change the global reputation of Chinese wines,
By ASSOCIATED PRESS
making a big splash in Europe with vintages
in New York
from its Ningxia chateau, Mike Peters reports.

B

arrel No 1 is almost
chocolaty, softer than
any of the others. Barrel No 2 is more
macho,theflavorlongandspicy.
“Too much, of course,” says
consulting winemaker Lenz
Moser from Austria, who was
in the Ningxia Hui autonomous region for a barrel tasting last fall. “But it will age
well, getting smoother while
adding ‘power’.”
Fast-forward to last month,
when two years of cosseting in
six different French oak barrels
was complete, and deft blending by in-house winemaker Fan
Xi had produced the 2013 Chateau Changyu Moser XV. One
of Europe’s top distributors has
signed on after a barrel tasting,
and hopes to make deals with
two other Ningxia wineries.
Meanwhile, thousands of carefully selected corks arrive from
France, and an eager parade of
glass bottles sails along a
Changyu conveyor belt.
By the time you read this,
five different premium wines
— 65,000 bottles — will be on
their way to the finest restaurant tables in Europe.

Evolving wines
Changyu was founded in
1892 in Yantai, Shandong province, by a veteran Chinese diplomat named Zhang Bishi. The
company’s name is formed
from his surname Zhang
(Chang) and the Chinese character that means prosperity.
Zhang, a vineyard enthusiast from his wide travels, had
big ideas for what was a novelty business in China. By 2011,
Changyu Pioneer Wine Company was among the 10 largest
wine companies in the world,
producing more than 90,000
tons of wine that year. Now a
stock-listed corporate giant,
the company has holdings in
France and Spain, with eyes on
other acquisitions.
Despite a slump in 2014,
China continues to be a fastgrowing market for wine, with
consumption per capita doubling between 1995 and 2010
to 1.2 liters. That is still 40
times less than consumption
in France, where wine drinking is actually declining, so the
potential in China is huge.
For most of its short life, the
Chinese wine market has
grown faster than producers
could keep up. Commercial
giants like Changyu had little
need to produce vintages of
superior quality when making
wine fast and cheap generated
quick sales. Graced with European-style chateaux, Changyu
vineyards now sprawl across
millions of hectares in the Xinjiang Uygur autonomous
region (its biggest operation),
Liaoning (where it makes a
lauded ice wine) and Shaanxi
(with what may be the largest
wine cellar in Asia) provinces.
However, China’s biggest
companies took notice when
boutique wineries sprang up in
Ningxia and created what has
become a Napa Valley wannabe,
a wine zone that would feed a
thirst for quality instead of
quantity. When labels like Jia
Bei Lan (made by Helan Qingxue) and Pretty Pony (Kanaan)
started scooping up international awards and tributes, the value
of that effort became plain.
Surprising quality
Convincing French people
to drink Chinese wine might
sound like the punchline of a
joke, Moser acknowledges
with a smile.
But in the 1960s, California
wines were shrugged off as
“mouthwash”, until a pioneer
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Department
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was Lenz Moser’s grandfather,
been coming to China “in spurts” all that, friendly,” he says over a
the Vinexpo 2016 in Hong Kong.
jing debut planned this month
hosting apparently,
the First ASEAN
Lenz Moser III, who became an
for most
of that decade,
but lastsociology
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in a
But while
savoring theabout how,
ics
and
major
thing
Sourced from Moya Spring at
Food Festival — Splendid
icon in the industry for growing
fall — on his 28th trip to the
local cafe.
winery’s five current export offerChangbai Mountain in Jilin
Indonesia Month through
grapes horizontally on wires, pro- country, he camped out in Ning“We’re still in the early days of
ings, ranging from the white Italwhich is known for
cooked up hiswine“experimental
dorm kitchensJunecan’t
be usedprovince,
24. In addition to a speducing a more uniform and qualxia for a solid three months.
in China — the pioneering
ian riesling (150 yuan or $23) to
its unusually low-sodium light
cial menu prepared by chefs
ity harvest, instead of letting
The Chinese corporation
days. It’s the Wild West — that’s
top red — 2013 Chateau
waters, both the still
cuisine”
whothe
conduct
commercial
res-mineral
from Indonesia, each week
vines race for the sky. The wineunveiled
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why it’s soguests
exciting. In Europe,
Changyu to
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(750 yuan)
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features different displays of
making family has since also
Moser XV in Ningxia in 2013, a
the formulas are set. Here I have
— he’s already looking ahead.
Nongfu Spring Natural MinerFifth
Avenue
taurant
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helped popularize aging in barmoregathered
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a chance
to think outside
the
“2013 was
a beautiful year activity.
for
al Water range feature a
art. Lunch is 158 yuan net,
rique, 225-liter barrels as
($77-million) project that took
box.”
wines here,” he says with a sigh.
and “unaggressive”
mansion
for an
evening
Others
hesitated
torefreshing
dinner 188
yuan.
opposed to commonly used bartwo years
to build. It houses an
Today Moser
is playing proud of
“But 2015 will be
even better.” haven’t
flavor, ideal for cleansing the
51
Fuxingmennei
Street,
rels of 400- to 700-liter capacity. 800-barrique cellar, a high-tech
papa, alongside “my good friend
palate between dishes.
Xicheng district.
010-6601music with Grammy-nomi- heap praise. The
New
York
4466.
nated conductor Andrew Cyr Timesnamedhimoneofits“30
named Robert Mondavi
changed perceptions by developing Opus One and other vintages with some French
collaboration.
“For another benchmark,
consider that New Zealand
wines started at zero 40 years
ago,” says Moser. “What you
see in Ningxia today is really
the product of just 10 seriously
dedicated years.”
“Ningxia is China’s No 1
estate wine region,” says Li
Xueming, director of the
Administration of Development of Grape Industry of
Ningxia Hui Autonomous
Region, “because we were the
first to follow international
wine standards”.
Li notes that there is a government push to integrate
tourism into every level of its
wine industry. In an area still
dominated by coal, Ningxia’s
184 wineries now represent 20
billion yuan in annual revenue
from plantings on 610,000 mu
(40,666 hectares). China’s latest Five-Year Plan calls for
growth to 300 wineries generating 50 billion yuan from 1
million mu planted.
In fact, Changyu has already
achieved a small international
toehold. In the cellar here in
Ningxia, there is a barrel signed
with the big black scrawl of Jasper Morris of Berry Bros &
Rudd, a big buyer in Europe
and holder of a royal warrant in
Britain’s capital. “Berry Bros in
London has eight
buyers, all masters
of wine — the company was the first
to take on our
chateau
in
Europe,” Moser
says happily.
“Changyu is China’s oldest biggest
and best winemaker,
with state-of-the-art equipment,” he says of his partnership with the company. “They
obviously had great market
potential, but lacked international experience in both
winemaking and marketing.
“Ninety percent of its business is in China, and that’s not
going to change fast,” Moser
observes.
But the winery wants a global reach to enhance its reputation at home, Moser says.
Putting Changyu Moser XV
on dining tables in the finest
hotelsinEuropewillopenalotof
eyes on both sides of the world.
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NEW CHINA
PROJECT
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2015 Italian
XVXV
Ningxia:
ca.
2015
ItalianRiesling
RieslingMoser
Moser
Ningxia:
8
Euro.
Sehr
helles
Gelb
mit
fein
grünlichen
about 8 euros. Very light yellow with subtle
Reflexen.
Traubiges,
fruchtiges
green
accents.
A berryintensiv
bouquet
of intense fruit
Bouquet,
zeigt
eine
delikate
Süssnote.
with a delicate note of sweetness. Im
On the
Gaumen
(fürfat
einen
rechtafüllig,
palate
quite
(forRiesling)
a Riesling),
smooth but
weiche,
auchand
Frische
Säure,
also
crispaber
acidity
a softanzeigende
noble-bitter
finish.
sanft nobelbitteres Finale. Passt auch ideal als
Also ideal with food. At any rate, there is a
Foodbegleitung. Auf alle Fälle ist da durchaus
clear European pattern of flavours. 16/20,
ein europäisches Aromenschnittmuster zu
drink now
finden. 16/20 trinken

2015 Rosé Cabernet Merlot Moser XV
2015 Rosé
Merlot
Moser
XV:
Ningxia:
ca. 8Cabernet
Euro. Hellrosa.
Offenes,
leicht
about 8wirkendes
euros. Light
pink.
Open, slightly
süsslich
Bouquet,
Rosenblätter,
ein
sweet bouquet,
rose
a hintIm
of Gaumen
grenadine
Hauch
Grenadine
undpetals,
Hagebutte.
and rose
Fresh on the palate
(fine
frisch
(feinehip.
Kohlensäurezugabe!),
saftig und
addition
of carbon
dioxide!),
juicyDas
andwar
very
enorm
süffig.
Macht sehr
viel Spass.
quaffable.
Absolutely
delightful.
me this
für
mich einer
besten Roséwein
seitFor
Langem.
was one
of the best rosé wines I’ve had for
17/20
trinken
quite a long time. 17/20, drink now
2015 Cabernet Sauvignon Moser XV
Ningxia:
ca. 8 Euro.Sauvignon
Sattes, ziemlich
dunklesXV
2015 Cabernet
Moser
Granat.
Ausbau
im
Stahltank.
Warum
ich das
Ningxia: about 8 euros. Full and rather
dark
explizit
schreibe?
Weil
die
Nase
irgendwie
garnet. Aged in a steel tank. Why do I
nach
Caramel
Und
so fragte
ich
mention
this? duftet.
Because
there
is a caramel
note
nochmals
nachAnd
und so
manI versicherte
mir,
dass
in the nose.
asked again
and
was
dieser
Wein
nie
in
irgendwelcher
Form
Holz
again assured that this wine had never seen
gesehen
hatte.
Beginnt mit
wunderschönem
any wood
whatsoever.
Starts
with a wonderful
Pflaumenbouquet,
fein
stielige
Würze,
plummy bouquet, a subtle stalky
note,eine
hints of
Spur
Lakritze,very
insgesamt
cloveGewürznelken
and liquorice,und
altogether
aromatic,
sehr
aromatisch
auf einen
warmen,
reifen
indicative
of und
a warm,
mature
Cabernet.
Cabernet
hindeutend.
Im
Gaumen
samtig,
Velvety and smooth on the palate and hence
weich
somit mit
doch
with und
matured,
yetgereiften
present,undtannins;
still
präsenten
Tanninen
aufwartend,
noch
fein
slightly coarse flow, showing the wine’s
mürber
Fluss,
was dievalue
Reserven
reserves.
Mega
for anzeigt.
moneyEinand
Mega-Value
und
vor
allem
perfekt
für who are
especially perfect for Cabernet fans
Cabernet-Frans
welche
auf
Anti-Barrique-Kurs
on an anti-barrique mission. At this level,
sind. Und auf diesem Niveau gibt es praktisch
there is practically no “wood-free” Cabernet
keinen «holzlosen» Cabernet im Markt. Mit
on market. With 500,000 bottles, this is the
einer Produktion von 500'000 Flaschen ist das
foremost wine in the Moser-production.
der bedeutendste Wein der Moser-Produktion.
17/20, drink now
17/20 trinken

2010 Cabernet Sauvignon Moser Family
2010 Cabernet Sauvignon Moser Family
Ningxia: ca.about
25 Produktion:
euros. Production:
Ningxia:
25 Euro.
ca. 200'000ca.
200,000 bottles.
Medium-dark
with
Flaschen.
Mitteldunkles
Weinrot,burgundy
aufhellender,
arubiner
brighter
ruby
rim.
Open
bouquet,
you
Rand. Offenes Bouquet, man könntemay
think
it’s
dueaus
toChile
hints wegen
of cassis and
meinen es aseiChilean
ein Wein
eucalyptus.
Fine
juicy on the
seinem
Cassisund and
Eucalyptustouch.
Im palate,
wonderfully
balanced
and
hence
Gaumen fein und saftig, wunderschön with a
harmonious
with eraneinen
elderberry and
balanciert
undflow,
somit weist
blueberry
finish.
A
little
unconventional
but
harmonischen Trinkfluss auf, im Finale
very good.und
17/20,
drink up Etwas
Holunder
Heidelbeeren.
eigenwillig, jedoch sehr gut. 17/20 austrinken

2013 Cabernet
Moser
Family
2013
CabernetSauvignon
Sauvignon
Moser
Family
Ningxia: ca.
Granat,
Ningxia:
ca. 25
25Euro.
euros.Sattes,
Full, dunkles
dark garnet,
only
nur
wenig
aufhellend.
Zeigt
dunkle
Röstnoten,
slightly brightening. Shows dark toasted
Schokoladennuancen,
Pflaumen
undand
lädt aschön
notes,
chocolate nuances,
prunes
nice
aus.
Im
Gaumen
dicht,
dokumentiert
open bouquet. Dense palate with andabei
amazing
einen erstaunlichen
Tiefgang,
Richtung
depth,
something like
terroirsoininthe
form of
Terroir
in
Form
von
Sommertrüffeln.
Wow!this
summer truffles. Wow! You could include
DieseninWein
könnte
manclass
schonCabernet
in recht blind
wine
pretty
high
anspruchsvolle
Cabernet-Blinddegustationen
tastings and it would be the best value for
reinnehmen.
Und
wäre
unter
den besten
money
among
theerbest
ones.
17/20,
drink now
dann wohl einer der günstigsten. 17/20 trinken
2013 Château Changyu Moser XV Ningxia:
2013 Château Changyu Moser XV Ningxia:
ca. 50 Euro. 100 % Cabernet Sauvignon.
ca. 50 euros. 100% Cabernet Sauvignon.
Intensives, sehr würziges Bouquet, viel
Intense, very spicy bouquet, lots of dark
schwarze Schokolade, Eucalyptus, Minztöne,
chocolate, eucalyptus, notes of mint, currants
Korinthen und Black-Currantnoten. Im
and
blackcurrants.
OnSchmelz
the palate,
it first
Gaumen
mit samtenem
beginnend,
displays
a
velvety
smoothness,
concentrated
konzentriertes Extrakt mit feinem Körper,
extract
with
fine body,
shows
durch die
gut aintegrierte
Säure
und great length
due
to well-integrated
acidity
wonderful
wunderschöne
Balance eine
tolleand
Länge
balance.
This
wine
clearly
belongs
to die
the
zeigend. Der gehört jetzt schon definitiv in
premium
category
already!
An
amazing
Kategorie Premium Wein! Ein Cabernet mit
Cabernet.
18/20, start to18/20
drinkbeginnen
now
Verblüffungspotential.

Breaking
newauf
‘terroir’
at age 60:Lenz
born in
Mit 60 Jahren
neuen Weinwegen.
1956,
Lenz
Moser
(above)
has
set
himself
an
Moser (Bild oben), geboren 1956, hat sich mit
ambitious
goal
with
his
dedicated
Chinese
seinem engagierten Weinprojekt in China mit
wine
project in collaboration
with the
der Changyu-Equipe
ein hohes Ziel gesteckt.
Changyu-Equipe.
on the next
Das Interview auf derInterview
folgenden Seite…
page…

THE FUTURE

UNIQUE & VISIONARY

